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General Information: 
 

1. Volunteer Requirements: 
1. All volunteers must be at least 17 years old (at the discretion of Splash Ministry Staff). 
Everyone in the nursery/toddler area must be at least 18 years of age. 

 2. All volunteers will be subject to a criminal background check. 
3. All volunteers will complete an application to be kept on file 

 
2.  An approved teen helper at least 14 years of age may be scheduled to assist the lead teacher 
and adult volunteers with children aged 2-5, but the teen must not be allowed to watch the 
children alone, either in the classroom or on the playground.  
 
3. It is important that all scheduled volunteers and lead teachers be easily identifiable to 
parents, children, and other staff. When you arrive, stop at the front desk to pick up a name 
tag. Wear the tag at all times. Also, make sure your name is written on the sign on the door.  
 
4. If you serve in the 8:30 or 10:00 services, you must not leave until adequate adult 
replacements have arrived to keep the adult-child ratios in place. If you have an emergency and 
must leave early, contact a Splash Ministry staff member. If you serve in the 11:00 service, the 
lead teacher must remain until all children are gone and volunteers must remain as long as 
necessary to maintain correct ratios. 
 
5. In our Sunday preschool ministry, we want our kids to learn that God made them, God loves 
them, and Jesus wants to be their friend forever.  All lessons and materials are provided and 
prepped in advance.  
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6. Please refrain from using your cell phone while you are working for any reason other than to 
contact a Splash Ministry staff member. 
 
7. Your primary responsibility is to care for children.  Sometimes when more than one adult is in 
a class we have the tendency to visit with each other.  Let us not forget that our primary 
concern is to care for the children - not visit with each other.    
 
8. Teachers and volunteers should be cautious about topics discussed with other adults and 
teens in front of the children.  Remember, little ears hear more than we know and absorb much 
more than we think. 
 
9. In the case of an emergency or for any occasion in which a parent needs to be called out of 
church, the lead teacher will ask the front desk worker to call Jessica Osborne or Andrew 
Sunderman. They will assess the situation and call or text the parent using their provided 
contact information.  
 
10. If you cannot come when you are scheduled to serve: 

-Look at the schedule and switch with another approved volunteer  who is scheduled for 
the same classroom and service time but on a different week. After making the switch, 
contact Jessica Osborne so the change can be noted in the schedule. (Remember that 
one volunteer cannot take the place of two, and a teen cannot take the place of an 
adult.) 
-If you cannot find someone to switch with or if there is an emergency situation and you 
are unable to attend at the last minute, call or text Jessica Osborne immediately. 

 
11. Ministry Development: 

• Read all development materials sent to you by your lead teacher or Splash Ministry staff 
members. Articles, instructional videos etc. will be sent no more than once weekly.  

• Follow any additional instruction on policy and procedure as it is sent to you by email, 
mail, text, or phone call from either your lead teacher or Splash Ministry staff members. 

 
 

Security: 
1. Check-In Security Policy  
Children must have either a computer-generated or staff handwritten security nametag to be 
admitted into a classroom. Volunteers or lead teachers must write down the child’s name and 
any special instructions on the classroom roster. Remind the parent that their security tag is 
necessary for pick-up. Diaper bags, car seats and cups need to be labeled with the child’s name 
as well.  
2. Check-Out Security Policy  
A child may not be released unless a parent/guardian has the security tag which corresponds to 
the name tag on that child. If an adult attempts to pick up a child without the corresponding 
security tag, the volunteer on duty must ask to see the adult’s driver’s license and match the 
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name to the family file located at the front desk. If the adult’s relationship to the child can be 
validated, then the volunteer may release the child. In the case that the adult’s relationship to 
the child cannot be verified, then the front desk person or a Splash Ministry staff member must 
be notified to make the decision to release a child. Adults 18 and over are allowed to pick up 
children; they are never to be released to another child, including siblings. 
 
3. Entrance Security Policy: 
-Do not allow parents to enter the classroom if at all possible, with the exception of first-time 
guests. This may be difficult for parents at first, but routinely following this procedure will make 
drop-off easier for both parents and children.  
-In addition, do not allow entrance to any other adult, teen, or child who is not scheduled to 
serve in the classroom unless a Splash Ministry staff member gives you special permission (this 
includes siblings of other children, volunteers’ family/friends, and other volunteers and teen 
helpers not currently scheduled to serve in that room). 
 

Classroom Procedures: 
Accepting Children: 

• When accepting children to your classroom, make eye contact with parents, answer any 
questions they may have, and write any of their instructions onto the class roster along 
with the child’s name and tag number.  

o If a child is crying when a parent drops him/her off, be sure to confidently tell the 
parent that you will take good care of the child, but if for some reason the child 
continues to cry for more than 15 consecutive minutes, Splash policy states that 
they will contact the parents if the parents desire.   

• Then, immediately squat down to the child’s eye level and introduce yourself. (If you 
have met the child before, continue to introduce yourself until you are sure that he/she 
remembers your name. Remember that they cannot read a name tag and will need to 
feel comfortable enough with you to ask you for help.) 

•  Help get the child started playing with a toy or another child in the room. Do NOT just 
take the child’s bag and let him/her stand alone by the door. All children should feel 
welcome, safe, and encouraged in their own class. 

 
1. Bathroom Policy:  

• Parents should encourage their children to go to the restroom prior to class.  
• Take the entire class to the bathroom together during the scheduled bathroom break 

time.  
• If a child needs to go to the restroom during class but outside of bathroom break time, 

an adult female volunteer may assist the child as needed. (A volunteer from the hallway, 
front desk, or another classroom may be called for help if necessary.) The restroom door 
should remain open any time volunteers and children occupy the restroom. 

• In the 2-3 year-old class, a note for “diaper” or “potty-trained”  will be made on the 
class roster at drop-off will be noted on the class roster at check-in. Diapers can be 
changed during bathroom break time as well, in the nursery on a changing table. 
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2. Child-to-Adult Ratio: 
We strive to make sure that each child at The Waters is safe and adequately cared for both 
physically and spiritually. That is why we have set out clear guidelines for our child-to-adult 
ratios in every classroom, with a minimum of two adults with all children at all times. If the 
room you are serving in is ever out of ratio, please contact a staff member in order for us to 
provide extra team members to your room. 
 

Nursery/Toddler Room 1 Adult : 2 Children 
2-3 Year Old Room 1 Adult : 3 Children 
4-5 Year Old Room 1 Adult : 5 Children 

 
 
3. It is important that you follow the schedule provided to you for the lesson/activities, snack 
time, restroom break, and playground time. This keeps us from over-crowding bathrooms and 
the playground. It ensures that there is no wait for the snack cart, that children do not go home 
too full for lunch after church, and that all lessons/activities are completed before parents 
begin arriving. 
 
4. Age and ministry appropriate DVDs and music have been placed in each classroom. These 
have been labeled with room information. Please ONLY play media that has been approved and 
labeled for your room. Do not bring any outside media into the classroom. If something is in 
your room that should not be there, please give it to the front desk worker. 
 
5. Pick up all personal belongings and return them to the children’s bags/cubbies BEFORE 
parents begin arriving to retrieve their children. 
 
Additional Infant/Toddler Classroom Procedures: 

A) Diaper bag cubbies: All bags, cups, bottles, etc. should have a name label. Tape and a 
marker are provided in the classroom in case something is missed at the front desk. 
Please label these items. When a child enters the room, put the bag into a cubby with 
the name label facing out to the room. That cubby then should only hold items 
belonging to that one child. When you need a cup or bottle or other item from the bag, 
return it to the cubby after its use rather than leave it sitting around the room. Empty 
the cubby into the bag before parents arrive so that you can easily and quickly return to 
them all their belongings.  

 
B) The room is divided into infants (those who cannot walk) and toddlers (those who can 

walk). For safety reasons, children must not be allowed to cross sides of the room. 
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Hygiene and Safety: 
1. Diaper Procedure:  
Children in diapers should have their diapers changed on an as-needed basis, with at the posted 
times. All children should go home clean and dry, so you may have to change the diaper again 
after the final check time if you notice it is soiled again. Diapers should be changed on the 
provided changing tables.  Only female volunteers are to change diapers, and a second 
volunteer must be within sight of the child at all times. 
 
Adhere to the following procedure when changing diapers:  

• Retrieve all diaper changing supplies (i.e. changing paper, gloves, diaper, wipes, etc.) 
before placing the child on the changing station. 

• Never move away from or turn your back on the changing table while a child is on the 
table. Keep one hand on the child at all times. 

• Only use the child’s wipes, etc. if the parent specifically requests us to do so. Some 
parents are particular about the types of products used on their babies, and some 
parents are concerned about allergic reactions to some products. If a child does not 
have diapering supplies in his/her belongings, please let the parent know and use the 
extra supplies in the infant classroom. 

• Do not use any powder or ointment during changes unless specifically asked by a 
parent. Then, use only the items they have provided in the child’s bag. 

• Wear disposable gloves while changing diapers, and use new gloves with each change.  
• Dispose of diaper and gloves in provided trash can turning gloves inside out over the 

diaper to help reduce odor in the room.  
• Disinfect your hands after each diaper change.  
• Use a disinfectant wipe to sanitize the changing pad between each diaper change. 
• Disinfect the diaper changing area at the end of each service. 
• After a diaper is changed, write a note of the time on the class roster sheet for that 

specific child. 
•  

 
2. Sanitize your hands after: 
 -changing a diaper 
 -wiping a nose 
 -cleaning blood or other bodily secretions 
 -going outside 
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3. Sickness:  
If a child has any of the following symptoms at check-in we will ask the parent to keep their 
child with them. If you notice this during the service times please notify a Splash Ministry staff 
member and we will contact the parent. 

• Runny nose (green in color) 
• Persistent cough 
• Fever in the last 24 hours 
• Rash 
• Diarrhea 
• Vomiting in the last 24 hours 

If you notice a child is sick during check-in, please tell the parent dropping off the following: 
(This should already be caught at the front desk for you.) “Your child looks like they might not 
be feeling well. If you could give me just a minute, I would like one of our Splash Ministry staff 
members to make sure your child is well enough to come and play with the other children in 
our class today. Thank you.” 
 
4. Injury: 
Minor Injuries can be treated with a little tender loving care, a cool cloth, and a Band-Aid. Small 
First Aid kits are available in each room and at the front desk. When a child is treated, please 
complete an “Ouch Report” and have a Splash Ministry staff member sign the report. When the 
parent arrives, please let them know what happened. A staff member will follow up with the 
parent, if necessary, the following week. It is important to remember that we are not 
authorized to dispense any over the counter or prescription medications. In the event a child 
needs more attention than we can provide, please notify a Splash Ministry staff member and 
the parent will be notified. 

Serious Injuries involving broken bones, convulsions, fainting, unconsciousness or other 
serious bodily injury should be treated as follows: 
• Do not move the injured child. An adult worker must remain with the child. 
• Stay calm and speak reassuringly to the child while another team leader cares for the 

other children in your class. Be sure to keep other children away from the injured child. 
• Have another team member find a Splash Ministry staff member for assistance. 
• Staff members will call the parent. If necessary, they will call 911. Please DO NOT call 

911 on your own. This call should only be made by a Splash Ministry staff member. 
• The Splash Ministry staff member will contact the parent and take over the situation so 

you may return to the classroom. 
• A Splash Ministry staff member will contact you with updates of the child’s condition. 

You may be asked to give information to assist the staff in reporting the incident. 
 

5. We ask that you refrain from swinging a child by the arms, or throwing the child up in the air 
to entertain.  Please do not sit a child on a half door ledge or on a table, and we ask that you 
not pick up a child by pulling on their arms.  These activities could seriously injure a child. 
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6. Allergy Alert:  
If a parent notifies us of an allergy, the child will receive a colored sticker for his/her security 
tag. When the child arrives at the classroom, ask the parent about the allergy and write a note 
in on the class roster. Be sure that all volunteers in the classroom are aware of the child’s 
allergy. 
 
Additional Infant/Toddler Hygiene and Safety: 

A) If there is already one child in the crib, you will need to open a portable crib (stored 
under the regular crib.) Do not lay sleeping children on the floor or a changing table to 
sleep. If you cannot open the portable crib, ask your lead teacher for help or send 
another volunteer to the front desk for help. Use a new sheet for each child who lies in 
the crib. 

B) If a parent has requested that a baby’s bottle be warm, use the bottle warmer in the 
Splash kitchen. Do not heat bottles, milk, or formula directly in the microwave. 

C) Never prop a bottle up to feed a baby. Always hold the baby while feeding.  
D) When putting a baby to sleep in the crib, always put the baby on his/her back or side. 

Do not cover the baby with a loose blanket. There should never be any toys, stuffed 
animals, or blankets in the crib, especially when there is a child in it. (The same goes for 
the portable cribs.) 

 
 

Food: 
 

1. Use the child’s own cup from his/her bag, or use a small disposable cup with a minimal 
amount of water. (Be sure that all cups are labeled.) 
 
2. No outside food is allowed in the classroom unless special circumstances have been 
approved by a Splash staff member for children with specific allergies or dietary needs. In these 
cases, the food should be concealed in the child’s bag until the entire class has snack time, and 
this special food should not be shared with any other children. Do not allow children to bring 
their breakfast into the classroom. Simply ask parents to stay in the hallway with the child until 
it is finished. 
 
3. Always use the approved measuring scoops for the snacks provided. Snack time is a small 
part of the service and should not extend into other parts of the schedule.  
 
Additional Infant/Toddler Food Procedures: 

A) Children on the infant side (those who cannot yet walk) should not be fed snacks unless 
a parent has requested it and provided instructions and food.  
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Behavioral Procedures: 
 

1. Biting or Physical Aggression: 
If a child bites or is physically aggressive towards another child, please contact a Splash Ministry 
staff member immediately. 
 
2. Behavioral Problems (other than physical aggression): 
First time: Give a verbal warning to the child. When doing this, get down on the child’s level, 
look into their eyes, and speak to them in a loving and calm manner without raising your voice. 
Second time: The lead teacher will need to make the parent aware of the situation when they 
arrive to pick up the child. 
Third time: Please contact a Splash Ministry staff person. 
 
A child must never be physically touched in any way that is meant to be a disciplinary measure. 
This includes spanking (even with a parent’s permission). Also, please refrain from spanking 
your own child in the classroom while serving as our guests, other volunteers, or other children 
may not realize you are disciplining your own child. Do not raise your voice unless necessary in 
order to be heard by him/her. 
 
3. Calming an Upset Child or Fussy Baby:  
Even the most well-adjusted child may experience anxiety from time to time, and part of our 
mission is to do all we can to comfort the child and reassure the parents. Use the following 
guidelines:  

• Divert the child’s attention to a toy or book. If you can remember that child or others 
enjoying a particular toy in the past, use that toy. If two children are arguing over a toy, 
try to find a similar toy as a substitute for one of the children.  

• If the child will allow it, hold them and talk quietly, or sit in a chair and sing.  
• Squat down on their level, point to something outside the window and talk about it (a 

bird, a cloud, a truck passing, etc.) 
• For infants, check the diaper and change it if necessary. Being rocked in the swing or 

bounced in a bouncer seat may also calm infants. 
• A crying child will usually calm down within a few minutes of a parent leaving, but if 

crying persists and the parent has not left, politely encourage the parent to leave. And, 
if a parent says they will return to “check on him in a few minutes,” have them ask the 
front desk worker to come back to check on the child, since the sight of a parent may 
upset the child again.  
 

4. Crying Limit Policy: 
If a child has been crying or screaming for more than fifteen consecutive minutes as you have 
been attempting to calm and distract the child, please ask the front desk worker to contact  the 
parents to come care for the child. 
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Playground Procedures: 
1. To avoid over-crowding, only go outside at your scheduled time. 
2. Never leave teens alone with children 
3. Help the children play on the equipment (swing them, help them climb the slide etc.) Do not 
just stand off to the side. 
4. Keep an eye on all children and quickly intercede in any situation where a child may hurt 
themselves or others by their actions. 
5. Children must wear shoes at all times on the playground. 
6. Classroom toys should remain in the classroom. 
 

Special Issues/Circumstances: 
 
Suspected Child Abuse: 
Typically in a church environment, we do not want to believe that child abuse is a problem we 
would need to look for, but unfortunately, it is an issue in our society. If you or any other 
volunteer in the classroom suspects child abuse in any form, please follow these guidelines: 

• Contact a Splash Ministry staff member immediately. He/She will handle the situation 
from this point. 

• Do not discuss your suspicions with anyone other than Splash Ministry staff. 
• Do not discuss the allegations with the parents. This could cause problems for the 

church if allegations are unfounded. Also, the parents may hold hard feelings against the 
church and not return, which could have eternal consequences if they are unsaved. If 
the parents are abusive, the allegation could also create a harmful situation for the 
child. 

• Do not take photographs of a suspected area of abuse on a child’s body. 
 

Clean-Up Procedures: 
All cleaning supplies and cleaning instructions are located in the classroom in the clear tub 
marked "Clean Up."  If any items are missing, contact the front desk worker.  
 
1st Service Room 201/202 (Ages 2-5) 
-Wipe down tables with disinfectant wipes 
-Put all toys back into their appropriate bins 
-Sweep if needed 
-Change the trash bag if needed. (Trash can be taken to the large trash can in the Splash 
kitchen.) 
-Be sure that all activity materials, craft supplies, and DVDs are returned to their place and 
ready for the next class to use. 
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2nd Service Room 201/202 (Ages 2-5) 
-Wipe down tables and chairs with disinfectant wipes. 
-Stack chairs and put them against the wall. 
-Spray toys with disinfectant spray and make sure they are in the appropriate bins. Puzzles, 
books, etc. need to be arranged neatly on shelves.  Puzzle pieces should be put in place before 
the puzzle is replaced in the cabinet. 
-Sweep. 
-Change the trash bag. (Trash can be taken to the large trash can in the Splash kitchen.) 
-Eject DVDs and return them to where they belong. 
 
1st Service Room 203 (Ages 0-24 months) 
-Wipe down tables with disinfectant wipes. 
-If the bottle warmer was used, be sure that it was emptied, turned off, and returned to its 
place in the kitchen. 
-Put all toys back into their appropriate bins, on the appropriate sides of the room. Hand wipe 
any toys you know were put into mouths.  
-Sweep if needed. 
-Change the trash bag if needed, either because it is full or has a strong odor. (Trash can be 
taken to the large trash can in the Splash kitchen.) 
-Put any used linens into the dirty laundry basket (blankets, pillow covers, crib sheets, etc.), and 
replace them with new ones from the labeled bins. 
-Be sure that any activity materials, craft supplies, and DVDs are returned to their place and 
ready for the next class to use. 
 
2nd Service Room 203 (Ages 0-24 months) 
-Wipe down tables and chairs with disinfectant wipes. 
-Wipe the changing tables thoroughly one last time. 
-Be sure that the wipes container in the classroom is closed tightly. 
-If the bottle warmer was used, be sure that it was emptied, turned off, and returned to its 
place in the kitchen. 
-Put all toys back into their appropriate bins, on the appropriate sides of the room. Puzzles, 
books, etc. need to be arranged neatly on shelves.  Puzzle pieces should be put in place before 
the puzzle is replaced in the cabinet. Hand wipe any toys you know were put into mouths. Spray 
disinfectant on all large toys, swings, bouncers, Bumbo seats, etc. 
-Sweep. 
-Stack chairs and put them against the wall. 
-Change the trash bag. (Trash can be taken to the large trash can in the Splash kitchen.) 
-Put any used linens into the dirty laundry basket (blankets, pillow covers, crib sheets etc.), and 
replace them with new ones from the labeled bins. 
-Eject DVDs and return them to where they belong. 
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Additional Lead Teacher Duties: 
 
1. Fill out the service report sheet for your service time each week. Turn it in to the front desk 
when you leave. 
 
2. Watch for any toys or classroom materials that may be broken, torn, or need replacement. 
Pull unsafe toys from the room and throw them away if you believe they cannot be fixed. Make 
a detailed note on the service report if you believe something can be fixed and staff members 
will make the final judgment or repairs. The children should not bring their personal toys into 
the classroom (with the exception of security or teething items for babies in the nursery.) If any 
unauthorized toys have been left in the room or unauthorized donations have been made (i.e. 
someone left toys in the room without telling anyone), please remove the items from the room 
and ask a staff member about it. 
 -Nursery/Toddler Addition: Toys in this room have been designated specifically for the 
baby or toddler side. Make sure the toys do not cross sides of the room. It may be unsafe for 
babies to handle certain toddler toys, and it is difficult for volunteers to sort them back out if 
they have been mixed. Also, stuffed animals and cloth toys are not allowed in this room at all 
because of their propensity to harbor germs from saliva. 
 
3. Make sure the class roster/information sheet is filled out correctly throughout your service. If 
you serve the 8:30 or 10:00 service, you will pass the sheet to the next lead teacher. Before 
leaving the room, make sure the sheet is complete and accurate. If you serve in the 11:00 
service, you will turn in the sheet to the front desk after the last child has been picked up. 
 
4. Try your best to follow the lessons and do the activities as they are provided for you. Prepare 
by reading over the material before arriving to serve and ask Jessica Osborne or another Splash 
Staff member if you need clarification. Do not wait until you are in the classroom with children 
to read the lesson for the first time.  
 
5. Notify Splash Ministry staff members of any needed repairs or supplies for your classroom. 
(This should be noted on the service report sheet.) 
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